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USING 
biomass to produce its own heat and power is a natural fit for the University 
of Northern British Columbia. Located in Prince George, the university is 
close to vast tracts of pristine forests and a host of forestry operations. Al-

though the school is a long way from being energy self-sufficient, the process is in full swing.
Back in 2007, the university committed to becoming a leader in renewable energy in the province 

through the introduction of a multi-year green energy plan. Soon after, it implemented two 
projects – a wood pellet boiler and a wood residue gasification system.

ONE SMALL CHANGE
Danielle Smyth, sustainability manager at the University of Northern British 

Columbia (UNBC), says the shift towards green heat and power was not due 
to some large initiative, but something much simpler. It came about, she says, 

primarily because a large number of the university’s students were enrolled in 
environmental programs.

“We have always had some strength in our research and teaching 
in the areas of environmental issues, sustainability, ecological issues 
and resource-based economy,” says Smyth. “We’re in a place that 
has an intersection of relying on our natural resources for jobs, but 
also needing to balance that with sustainability and ensuring that we 
have resources long-term.”

This manifested itself in the formulation of a green energy plan in 
2007, when area wood pellet producers first approached the univer-
sity to create a pilot wood pellet-heating project. In 2009, the first 
university-owned and -operated biomass-heating system in Canada 
was installed, which was designed to provide all the heat necessary 
for the Enhanced Forestry Lab greenhouse.

 David Claus, the assistant director of facilities for UNBC, says 

LEFT MAIN: The wood pellet biomass boiler is the first university owned and 
operational system in Canada and is used to heat the I.K. Barber Enhanced Forest 
Laboratory.
INSETS: (from left to right) The gasifier produces syngas to heat water for the campus; 
UNBC receives a mix of wood types in their residues; the pellet system was step one of 
UNBC’s green energy plan.

Green 
Education

How the University of Northern British Columbia 
quickly came to embody its own slogan 

– “Canada’s Green University.”
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that the boiler has a 400 kW peak capac-
ity using pellets from Pacific Bioenergy in 
Prince George, but the output for the rela-
tively small system fluctuates depending 
on the season. 

“While running, the pellet system is 
providing all the heat for the building, and 
most days, the heat demand of the build-
ing is not high enough for it to reach its 
max output capacity.” 

HEATING UP
After the success of the wood pellet sys-
tem, the university decided to take an-
other step and find a technology provider 
that could produce energy from wood res-
idues.  Vancouver-based Nexterra Systems 
Corp. was selected. Following that, $15.7 
million was raised from three sources – 
the Knowledge Infrastructure Program, 
the Public Sector Energy Conservation 

Agreement and the Innovative Clean 
Energy Fund, with the project becoming 
operational in January 2011.

The goal of the system was to displace a 
significant portion of the natural gas used 
for heating the core UNBC campus through 
local wood residues from a five-year sup-
ply plan with Lakeland Mills, a sawmilling 
company in Prince George. The residues 
vary in content depending on what the 

Baker-Rullman Triple-Pass Technology remains the superior dehydration 
system by optimizing operating costs, efficiency, and end product 
consistency.
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With the implementation of the gasification system, the bioenergy plant will offset about 85% of the natural gas heating requirement of the university.
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supplier is sawing, which gives the univer-
sity a large variety of test material to deter-
mine which mix works best.

“The gasification process had a num-
ber of things going for it,” says Claus. “It 
was developed in B.C. and it was all part 
of the plan: the pellet system was Phase 
1, the biomass gasification system was 
Phase 2 and we have a plan in mind to 

go to a Phase 3, which would generate 
electricity.”

One option for Phase 3 that is being 
considered is the process that the Univer-
sity of British Columbia is using – divert-
ing the syngas accumulated from the top 
of the gasifier, cleaning it and generating 
electricity via an internal combustion en-
gine. However, that is only one option 

for the problem and still very early in the 
planning stages.

One area of research that the university 
is also looking into is heat recovery, as the 
gasifier radiates significant amounts of heat 
while in operation. If this heat were cap-
tured, it could be used to heat other build-
ings, such as the student residences, says 
Claus. However, there are still challenges 

The $15.7-million gasification system became operational in January 2011 with the equipment supplied by Nexterra 
Systems Corp.

David Claus says that the gasifier uses local wood residues 
from a local mill.



that must be overcome to accomplish that.
“The way we utilize that heat is we pipe 

it throughout the district heating system 
on buildings across campus, and that heat-
ing system operates at 115 C (240 F),” 
he added. “And in order to utilize any 
waste heat that we recover from the gasifi-
er, we would have to raise the temperature 
of the heat to a higher temperature than 
the water loop, which would require an 

additional input of energy.”
Another issue would be how often the 

heat would be needed during the sum-
mer, when the gasifier is not running at 
full capacity. 

Still, even in the current configuration, 
the gasification system saves the equiva-
lent of around 63,000 GJ of fossil fuels, or 
the energy required to drive a car around 
the world 391 times.
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The new Morbark® Advantage 3™ high-performance chipper drum gives you 
improved biomass fuel chip quality, reduces your costs, and is backed by a limited 
three-year warranty. It comes standard on most new Morbark drum chippers and 
can be retrofitted to most Morbark units without modification. Either way, you 
get three significant advantages:

•	Higher-Quality	Chips	– The Advantage 3 is wider, has higher inertia, 
and incorporates Babbitt-style counter-knives, so it produces better, more 
consistent chips.

•	Dramatically	Lower	Costs  – The drum’s AR 400 heat-treated 
steel skin, enhanced knife design, and recessed pockets provide wear-part 
and maintenance cost savings of more than 70%.

•	World-Class	Warranty – The Advantage 3 comes with a limited 
three-year warranty, and is supported by Morbark’s extensive dealer network 
for unsurpassed peace of mind. 

The exceptional Morbark Advantage 3 chipper drum comes standard with most 
units in our full line of heavy-duty industrial drum chippers. Learn more at 
www.morbark.com or call 1-800-831-0042.

Building EquipmEnt that CrEatEs OppOrtunitiEs

Morbark®	Advantage	3™	
Chipper	Drum

NEW!

STUDENT POWER
At UNBC, there are a vast number 
of other green initiatives that do not 
have to do with energy generation. 
The students and faculty simply want 
to create a greener and more environ-
mentally friendly environment, says 
Danielle Smyth, sustainability manager 
at the University of Northern British 
Columbia (UNBC).

“There is a compost and food-scrap 
program that has been maintained and 
operated by students since 1995,” she 
added. “And the compost is used in 
the organic garden located near our 
student residences and throughout 
our campus grounds.”

One of UNBC’s largest initiatives is 
the “Green Fund,” which is a funding 
program for projects carried out by 
staff, faculty or students of the uni-
versity. The program receives $50,000 
per academic year to distribute, and 
interested individuals can apply.

According to Smyth, 10 projects 
have been funded since the fund’s in-
ception in 2009, with students and 
staff outfitting residences with recy-
cling bins, conducting research on re-
newable energy on campus and help-
ing students plan, create and build a 
new geodesic dome greenhouse.

All of these initiatives were put 
in place because there was a distinct 
lack of outreach and programs that 
would help students become more 
engaged in their studies and in help-
ing the environment.

“I think what we’ve realized from 
these projects, as well as our green 
energy initiatives,” says Smyth, “is 
that this topic of renewable energy 
and sustainability is of interest to stu-
dents. And maybe they aren’t getting 
these opportunities in the classroom, 
so they are seeking out other oppor-
tunities such as directed studies and 
internships.”

There are also a variety of student-
directed research projects on topics 
such as renewable energy, sustain-
ability and optimization, all of which 
could be used to make UNBC a greener 
place to be.

Continued on page 35



ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
At UNBC, the total amount of energy used 
per year is approximately 179,000 GJ, with 
60% provided by natural gas and the rest 
from electricity via BC Hydro. But, with the 
implementation of the gasifier, the bioenergy 
plant replaces about 85% of the natural gas 
used for district heating, says Claus. 

“The other 15% is used for peak load, 
for when it is too cold for the bioenergy 
plant to supply all the heat, and also dur-
ing the two one-week shutdowns per year. 
During those times, we will take heat from 
the original natural gas boilers.”

Claus does not see the natural gas boil-
ers going anywhere anytime soon, as the 
university still needs a back-up system in 
place for the core buildings. As well, there 
are several areas of the campus that are not 
connected to the bioenergy loop yet and 
still require natural gas for heat and/or fuel.

“When you buy natural gas, pretty 
much your entire energy dollar is spent 
on fuel with fairly low maintenance and 
operation costs. When you make the shift 
towards biomass, your fuel costs typically 
go down, but your maintenance and op-
erational costs go up.”

And in the warm summer months, 
when little heat is needed, the biomass 
solution begins to make less economical 
sense when compared to natural gas. The 
reduced energy needs of a building in the 
summer may mean that the fuel cost sav-
ings are insufficient to offset the mainte-
nance and operational costs that are con-
stant through those months.

GOING OFF-GRID
In the future, UNBC would like to continue 
to operate and improve both the pellet 
system and the gasifier, as well as continue 
the education and research mandates al-
ready in place. In addition, there has been 
a push towards creating an electrically 
self-sufficient university.

To do so, says Claus, would require 
further expansion of the biomass system 
to include up to 2 MW of power genera-
tion. And once the university figures out 
how to create such an isolated and self-
sufficient system, it can be put into use for 
remote communities all across British Co-
lumbia and the rest of Canada. •
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ABUNDANT
Access British Columbia’s vast supply of sustainable fibre to power 
your bioenergy needs. 

ACCESSIBLE 
Buy from British Columbia and get bioenergy products to your 
marketplace faster. Benefit from our export-savvy and cost-
effective transportation networks, featuring North America’s 
closest ports to Asia. 

SUSTAINABLE
Choose British Columbia to ensure your supply is clean and green. 
We are international leaders in sustainable forest management, 
with more lands certified to internationally-recognized 
independent standards than any other jurisdiction.

Visit www.britishcolumbia.ca/!bioenergy to discover the 
benefits of British Columbia bioenergy.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
SECURE YOUR CLEAN ENERGY 

FUTURE WITH OUR  
BIOENERGY PRODUCTS
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